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ABSTRACT 

In multi-objective scheduling problems, the objectives are usually in conflict. To obtain a satisfactory compromise and 
resolve the issue of NP-hardness, most existing works have suggested employing meta-heuristic methods, such as ge-
netic algorithms. In this research, we propose a novel data-driven approach for generating a single solution that com-
promises multiple rules pursuing different objectives. The proposed method uses a data mining technique, namely, 
random forests, in order to extract the logics of several historic schedules and aggregate those. Since it involves learn-
ing predictive models, future schedules with the same previous objectives can be easily and quickly obtained by ap-
plying new production data into the models. The proposed approach is illustrated with a simulation study, where it 
appears to successfully produce a new solution showing balanced scheduling performances. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

In production scheduling, there are several objecti-
ves among which a scheduler may consider only one or 
some at a time. Instances of such scheduling objectives to 
be optimized include makespan max( ),C  total weighted 
completion time ( ),j jw C∑  maximum lateness max( ),L  
total tardiness ( ),jT∑  and others. A single objective can 
be achieved in a reasonable time by applying an appropri-
ate dispatching rule that prioritizes all jobs waiting for 
processing on a machine (Pinedo, 2005). The prioritiza-
tion scheme may take into account the attributes of jobs, 
those of machines as well as the current time. For exam-
ple, the earliest due date first (EDD) rule, which selects 
the job having the earliest due date to be processed next 
whenever a machine is available, tends to minimize the 
due date related objectives such as maxL  and .jT∑  On the 
contrary, the longest processing time first (LPT) rule is 
apt to balance the workload over the machines when they 

are in parallel, and to minimize maxC  in a single machine 
environment. In practice, scheduling problems, however, 
often involve more than one objective and thus require a 
multiple criteria analysis. A difficulty with the multi-
objective scheduling problems arises from that the objec-
tives are often in conflict. For example, among the four 
objectives mentioned above, the two former focus on 
improving machine utilization and productivity that cor-
respond to a production manager’s interests, whereas the 
latter objectives are mainly regarded as measures of con-
formity with due dates that are related to customer satis-
faction (Naderi et al., 2010). Therefore, no single solution 
would simultaneously accomplish the multiple objectives 
and the compromise one should find as a trade-off in the 
conflicting circumstances. 

Most machine scheduling problems with even a sin-
gle objective are known to be a NP-hard problem (Pinedo, 
2005). Therefore, the multi-objective scheduling problems 
would be in strong NP-hardness. For this reason, tradi-
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tional mathematical programming methods are often 
infeasible to solve real field problems, and a majority of 
existing research works has thus focused on employing 
meta-heuristic techniques (Jones et al., 2002). Although 
they use different meta-heuristic algorithms, they are 
mainly based on an identical framework where the mul-
tiple objective functions are combined into a single one, 
such as in the weighted sum or utility functions; then, a 
meta-heuristic optimization is applied to find a near-
optimal solution. Examples of using genetic algorithms 
(GA) include the research done by Taboada and Coit 
(2008), where the scheduling of a bottleneck operation 
from a real manufacturing line was addressed as well as 
the research by Arroyo and Armentano (2005), which 
applied a local search GA to a flowshop scheduling 
problem. Ahead of this, they also developed a construc-
tive heuristic in order to generate better initial solutions 
for the GA (Arroyo and Armentano, 2004). The tabu se-
arch (TS) algorithm was used for a single machine prob-
lem with consideration of sequence-dependent setup times 
(Choobinech et al., 2006). Another TS combined with a 
variable neighborhood search was proposed by Gagne et 
al. (2005). Beginning from the work by Ulungu et al. 
(1998), the multi-objective scheduling based on simu-
lated annealing (SA) has also made progress to date. 
Loukil et al. (2005) designed a general method, which 
approximates the set of all efficient schedules using the 
SA algorithm. They illustrated the method with several 
different systems ranging from single machine to flow-
shop problems. Based on this framework, they also con-
ducted a real case study, which was a flexible job-shop 
problem with particular constraints such as batch pro-
duction (Loukil et al., 2007). The richness of research 
works in the intersection of multi-objective scheduling 
and meta-heuristics enables us to find more than the abo-
vementioned. 

In the meanwhile, the operations research (OR) com-
munity has expended effort on using data mining meth-
ods in order to solve traditional OR-related problems. 
For example, Chen et al. (2013) recently proposed a data 
mining-based system in order to solve the local pickup 
and delivery problem. They transformed the problem into 
classification and regression tasks and then employed a 
tree induction method to obtain quality solutions within 
an acceptable computational time. The production sche-
duling problem has also been one of the applications of 
data mining and machine learning algorithms. Due date 
assignment problems on a job-shop environment could 
be addressed by using C4.5 algorithm (Sha and Liu, 2005). 
Another category of research considering the dispatch-
ing rule selection problem via predictive modeling has 
been conducted over the years. Its main idea consists of 
three phases-generating candidate dispatching rules, 
evaluating the efficiency of those through simulation, 
and selecting the best performing rule for scheduling 
using machine learning algorithms such as neural net-
works. The research by Kutanoglu and Sabuncuoglu (2001) 
and that of Metan et al. (2010) are examples belonging 

to this type of study. Koonce and Tsai (2000) used a data 
mining technique, namely, attributed-oriented induction 
method, in order to find similar patterns from the sur-
vived genetic solutions for a job-shop schedule so that 
the resulting patterns could be used to create a final 
schedule. A fairly distinctive research for the generation 
of new dispatching rules using data mining was studied 
by Li and Olafsson (2005). The production data for sche-
duling is first engineered to a flat structure so that it can 
be suitable for a classification task. They showed that 
decision tree learning from this data can be used as a 
new dispatching system and it could furthermore obtain 
previously unknown knowledge, which is useful to im-
prove scheduling performances. However, their meth-
odology was restricted to single objective problems. 

From our review of relevant literatures, it appears 
that the research of applying data mining directly to 
production data in order to generate a new solution has 
been quite limited. To the best of our knowledge, using a 
data mining technique for multi-objective scheduling 
problems has not been considered before. To this end, 
we propose a novel data-driven approach for generating 
a single solution that compromises multiple rules pursu-
ing different objectives. The proposed method uses a 
data mining technique, namely, random forests, in order 
to extract the logics of several historic schedules and 
aggregate those logics. Since it involves learning predic-
tive models, future schedules having the same previous 
objectives can be easily and quickly obtained by apply-
ing new production data into the models. With regard to 
learning predictive models from the production data, our 
research may be thought of as an extension of Li and 
Olafsson (2005)’s work toward the multi-objective prob-
lems. 

The rest of this paper has the following structure. 
Since our method is in the common area of Li and Ola-
fsson (2005)’s research, we will review their approach in 
detail by focusing on how to directly apply a data min-
ing technique to the production data in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 describes the details of the proposed approach 
with an illustrative example. In Section 4, an intensive 
simulation study is conducted to show how well our 
method performs as a tool for combining multiple objec-
tives. This section also discusses future scheduling using 
the trained predictive models. Section 5 provides con-
cluding remarks and future research directions. 

2.  LEARNING DISPATCHING RULES 

Production scheduling can be characterized by sev-
eral factors-attributes and number of jobs and machines, 
current time, status of machines, and others. Based on 
such information, an algorithmic logic determines a list 
of scheduling elements that includes when, on which 
machine, which job should be processed, and so on. In 
view of data mining, the scheduling procedure men-
tioned above contains the attribute (or predictor) and the 
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target (or response) concept. Therefore, it may be possi-
ble to reformulate a scheduling problem into a data min-
ing problem by appropriately engineering the production 
data. 

We now consider a single machine case for sim-
plicity. Denote by 1 2( , , , )j j j jpx x x=x  a set of p attrib-
utes of job j, which may include its release time (rj), due 
date (dj), weight (wj), processing time (pj), and so on. 
For a pair of two jobs i and j, we additionally define a 
variable yij as below, since we need to determine which 
job should be dispatched first. 

 
1, if job is dispatched first
0, otherwiseij

i
y

⎧
= ⎨
⎩

  (1) 

 
With a proper predictor generating function ( ), ,i jg x x  a 
production dataset consisting of n jobs is now transfor-
med into a flat structure ( )( ), , , ,i j ijg y i j= <D x x  to which 
we can directly apply a classification tool. In Li and 
Olafsson (2005)’s research, a simple function concate-
nating two sets of job attributes was used for ( ), ,i jg x x  
as described below. 

 
( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2, , , , , , , , ,i j i j i i ip j j jpg x x x x x x= =x x x x  (2) 
 

However, any other sophisticated ( ), ,i jg x x  which can 
better discriminate between the two classes (1 and 0) 
and extract knowledge from production data, is more re-
commended. An interpretable classification method such 
as a decision tree is then applied to D in order to learn 
what scheduling scheme derived the job sequences. Let 

 
( ){ } { }: , 0, 1i jf g y→ ∈x x   (3) 

 
denote the trained predictive model that determines which 
job is dispatched first between the two jobs i and j. 
Model f implies that “Existing scheduling practices are 
generalized into explicit scheduling rules. These rules 
can then be applied both to situations that have oc-
curred before and to new scenarios,” (Li and Olafsson, 
2005). 

 
Table 1. Dispatching List 

JobID J5 J1 J3 J4 J2 
pj 17 15 20 7 5 
rj 0 10 18 0 30 
 
To help readers understand, we illustrated the above 

framework using a small example adopted from their 
work. The dispatching list shown in Table 1 was sched-
uled by the LPT rule; however, we assume that this is 
unknown. For every pair of two jobs i and j, we applied 
Equations (1) and (2) in order to construct D, as shown 
in Table 2. Note that the first two columns in Table 2 are 
to describe which pair of jobs is used for each row, and 
thus, they were not used for learning the model f. 

Table 2. Engineered Dataset D for Data Mining 

Job i Job j pi ri pj rj yij 

J1 J2 15 10 5 30 1 
J1 J3 15 10 20 18 1 
J1 J4 15 10 7 0 1 
J1 J5 15 10 17 0 0 
J2 J3 5 30 20 18 0 
J2 J4 5 30 7 0 0 
J2 J5 5 30 17 0 0 
J3 J4 20 18 7 0 1 
J3 J5 20 18 17 0 0 
J4 J5 7 0 17 0 0 
 
By applying the well-known CART algorithm (Brei-

man et al., 1999), we obtained the tree model, as illus-
trated in Figure 1 (Li and Olafsson (2005) used a differ-
ent tree algorithm, C4.5, but a similar result was ob-
tained). We can notice that the resulting tree success-
fully caught out the logic of the LPT rule and thus, it can 
be used for future scheduling according to the same 
logic. It states the followings: ‘If pi < 11, then dispatch 
job j first,’ and ‘Although pi ≥ 11, if pj ≥ 12, then dis-
patch job j first.’ From this small and simple example, 
we have observed that learning from historical schedule 
data via data mining is a promising way to solve a pro-
duction scheduling problem. 

 

0

0 1

pi<11 pi>=11

pj>=12 pj<12

 
Figure 1. Decision tree learning from data in Table 2 

3.  DATA MINING APPROACH TO MULTI-
OBJECTIVE SINGLE MACHINE 
SCHEDULING 

As we noted in Section 2, the main benefit from 
applying data mining to an engineered production data 
is that the learned model contains the logic of how the 
jobs in a dispatching list were ordered. Our research 
begins from this simple notion that the predictive model 
encloses the scheduling objective. Assume that we have 
several dispatching lists of an identical set of jobs, 
where each list has been conducted with a different ob-
jective from others. Further suppose that we train a 
separate model for each of the dispatching lists. Then, 
each model contains its own scheduling objective. The 
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main issue for combining the multiple objectives is now 
to find an appropriate way to aggregate the trained mod-
els into a single model. For this purpose, we decided to 
employ another classification technique, namely, ran-
dom forests, which will be briefly reviewed in the fol-
lowing subsection. We will then describe how the ran-
dom forests can be used for generating a single solution 
pursuing multiple objectives in Section 3.2, which is 
followed by the subsection that provides an illustrative 
example with a small size of jobs. We will also discuss 
the way of controlling the weights of objectives in Sec-
tion 3.4. 

3.1 Supervised Learners: Random Forests  

Random forest (Breiman, 2001), which is formed 
by a collection of multiple decision trees based on re-
sampling technique, is one of the most often used meta-
learning methods. Let ( ), 1, 2, , ,if i B=x  denote the ith 
decision tree in a random forest, where B is the total 
number of trees. Since each tree ( )if x  in a forest equally 
casts one vote for predicting the final response, the ran-
dom vectors of trees for a forest should be independ-
ently and identically distributed. Therefore, a bootstrap 
sample is drawn from the training data for each tree. In 
order to remove correlations among trees, the boot-
strapped sample in fact has only m variables randomly 
chosen from p variables (m << p). Growing a tree can be 
conducted by a traditional tree algorithm, such as the 
CART algorithm. After we repeat the above procedure B 
times, the final prediction is determined by a majority 
voting scheme based on the predicted values from B 
trees, as denoted by Equation (4). 

 

{ }
1

ˆˆ ( )
=

= x
B

i
i

y majority vote f     (4) 

 
Note that the above equation is equivalent to Equa-

tion (5) when 0.5 is used for the threshold value of clas-
sification, because only 1 or 0 is available for the output 
value (Hastie et al., 2001). Hence, an object x will be 
classified into 1 if { }ˆ : 0.5.Η >x  

 
{ } 1

1: ( )
=

Η = ∑x xB
iB i f       (5) 

3.2 Proposed Framework 

Suppose that there is a set of jobs to be scheduled 
with multiple objectives. In this research, we further as-
sume that each objective can be accomplished by the 
existing scheduling methods, and this assumption would 
be acceptable because numerous research have been con-
ducted to date in order to find an optimal solution for a 
single objective case (Pinedo, 2005). Our proposed ap-
proach therefore begins with a set of jobs and its multi-
ple schedules 

( ) , 1, 2, , ,kI k K=  obtained by either the 
existing scheduling methods or the system experts’ gui-

delines, where each schedule optimizes its individual 
objective. 

We now address the multi-objective scheduling pro-
blem of finding a single solution, which is denoted by 

new ,I  by aggregating the 
( )kI ’s. Recall that a predictive 

model with a single scheduling objective can be con-
structed. It implies that we can build multiple models 
that generate different sequences of jobs for an identical 
set of jobs. Since a decision tree produces a single out-
put for yij, it would be difficult to determine the final 
output based on a few values of yij from several decision 
trees if they do not agree on the same value. Since a 
random forest consists of many decision trees, we be-
lieve that using multiple random forests for building 
multiple dispatching systems is a good way to aggregate 
the trained models. Based on this feasible idea, we now 
describe the proposed approach as below. 

 
0. Let { }raw j=X x  denote the production data consisting 

of n jobs (j = 1, 2, …, n), where each job j has p at-
tributes, i.e., ( )1 2, , , ,j j j jpx x x=x  and 

( )kI  denotes the 
schedule of the n jobs with the kth objective, k = 1, 2, 
…, K. 

1. Convert rawX  into ( )( )eng , , ,i jg i j= <X x x  by an attri-
bute generating function g. 

2. Repeat for each k, k = 1, 2, …, K. 
2.1 Prepare ( )( ) ( ) , ,k k

ijy i j= <y  from 
( ).kI  

2.2 Let ( )( ) ( )
eng ,k k=D X y  denote the data for training 

the kth random forest. 
2.3 Using 

( ) ,kD  train a random forest 
( )kH  consisting 

of B trees { }( ) , 1, 2, , .k
bf b B=  

3. Compute ( )ˆ ˆijy=y  by 

( )( ){ }( )

1 1

ˆ ,
= =

⎧ ⎫
= ⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
x x

KB
k

ij i jb
b k

y majority vote f g  

( )( )( )
1 1

1 , , .K B k
i jbk b f g i j

KB = =
= <∑ ∑ x x  

4. Find a new schedule 
newI  from ˆ .y  

 
As mentioned earlier, Step 0 implies that our pro-

posed method is to combine multiple rules of n jobs into 
a single compromise schedule. If we do not have the 
schedules, 

( )kI ’s, we may want to apply the existing 
single objective scheduling methods to rawX  in order to 
prepare those schedules. For example, if our final goal is 
to find a single solution that simultaneously minimizes 

jT∑  and max ,C  in other words, a single solution that 
compromises between the objectives jT∑  and max ,C  
we can apply the EDD and LPT rules to our production 
data before going through the remaining steps. As noted 
before, Step 1 is to convert the production data into a 
flat form that is suitable for a classification task. In Step 
2, we train K random forests using an identical set of 
predictors and K different response variables. Although, 
in this research, Step 1 through Step 2.2 are described 
for the case of a single machine environment, properly 
modifying these steps will be able to extend the pro-
posed framework into the other scheduling models such 
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as job shop problems. However, we do not give our at-
tention to this as it is out of our research scope. As a step 
for determining the final value of yij, Step 3 decides 
which job should be dispatched first by the majority 
voting scheme. It is worth noting that we aggregate all 

( )k
bf ’s for the final ˆ ,ijy  unlike a usual random forest that 

does so at each forest level. Hence, job i would be dis-
patched earlier than job j, if more than half of KB trees 
return a value of 

( ) 1.k
bf =  This means that although dis-

patching job j first helps to optimize a specific objective, 
we sacrifice this for improving other conflicting objec-
tives. Once the sequences of all pairs of jobs are deter-
mined, we can obtain a new schedule 

newI  by decoding 
them in Step 4. 

3.3 Numerical Example  

A small scheduling problem consisting of 10 jobs 
will be considered in this subsection in order to illustrate 
the proposed framework. Production information of the 
10 jobs in terms of the release time (rj), due date (dj), 
weight (wj), and processing time (pj) is given in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Data for Production Scheduling 

JobID 
Release 
Time (rj) 

Due 
Date (dj)

Weight 
(wj) 

Processing 
Time (pj) 

J1 9 61 3 11 
J2 0 39 4 19 
J3 4 35 3 3 
J4 2 80 1 9 
J5 7 86 5 19 
J6 5 79 1 18 
J7 5 55 3 16 
J8 1 46 5 3 
J9 7 68 2 8 
J10 6 67 1 3 

 
From this example, we attempt to find a compro-

mise sequence of the jobs that simultaneously minimizes 
total tardiness ( ),jT∑  total weighted completion time 
( ),j jw C∑  and makespan max ),(C  which are known to be 
in conflict for achievement at the same time. To obtain 
three 

( )kI ’s, we first apply the EDD, the WSPT, and the 
LPT rule to the given dataset. The resulting sequences of 
the jobs and the corresponding performances are shown 
in Table 4. As expected, the job sequence by the EDD 
rule shows best performance on the ,jT∑  and the WSPT 
and the LPT rule generated solutions that have the best 
performance on the j jw C∑  and the max ,C  respectively. 
Due to the size of the problem, there is no big difference 
in the maxC  performance among the three schedules. Us-
ing these job sequences and the data in Table 3, we at-
tempted to obtain another solution by applying the pro-
posed method. We therefore trained three random forests 

based on the transformed datasets 
( ) , 1, 2, 3,k k =D  where 

each dataset consists of 45 instances and 9 variables 
including the class variable. The number of trees (B) in 
each forest was set to 100, meaning that the value of yij 
is determined by aggregating 300 predictions in Step 3 
of the proposed method. The classification result was 
then converted into the job sequence, which is shown on 
the last row of Table 4. 

As can be seen from the table, the proposed appro-
ach appeared to successfully generate a solution show-
ing balanced performances. Although the proposed me-
thod showed the worse total tardiness than the EDD rule 
as expected, it was evidently better than the WSPT and 
the LPT rule. Similarly, the total weighted completion 
time by our method is smaller than that of the EDD and 
of the LPT rule, whereas the WSPT rule showed the best 
performance. The proposed method also showed the 
best value in the makespan. Despite its small size and 
simplicity, this example clearly demonstrates that our 
data mining approach can be used to compromise among 
multiple objectives in production scheduling.  

3.4 Controlling Weights of Objectives  

The majority voting scheme in Step 3 of the pro-
posed method implies that all predicted values from KB 
trees equally contribute to the final value of ˆ .ijy  This 
also means that the K objectives are considered equally 
important. In practice, a system operator, however, may 
want to give different weights on the scheduling objec-
tives. For example, in semiconductor manufacturing, the 
primary goal is to maximize the throughput of the facil-
ity, while responding promptly to the customer demands 
is considered a bit less important (Gupta and Sivakumar, 
2005). To ensure that the proposed method can be ad-
justed to such problems, namely, multi-objective sched-
uling problems with different objective weights, we at-
tempted to modify Step 3 using Equation (6) defined as 
below:  

 

( )( )( )1
1 1

ˆ ,
= =

= ⋅∑ ∑ x xK B k
ij k i jbBk by w f g   (6) 

 
where 

1 1.
=

=∑ K
kk w  Since we train K random forests and 

aggregate the KB predictions at a time, to assign differ-
ent weights to the objectives, we apply a specific weight 
wk to the kth set of B predictions before the aggregation. 
Notice that Equation (6) is equivalent to the original one 
when 1

1 2 .K Kw w w= = = =  
To demonstrate how Equation (6) works, we con-

ducted a simulation study using the example of 10 jobs 
in the previous subsection. The two objectives, the total 
tardiness and the total weighted completion time, which 
are evidently in conflict, were under our consideration. 
We denoted w1 and w2 by the weights of the former and 
the latter, respectively. Increasing the value of w1 from 0 
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to 1 (decreasing the value of w2 from 1 to 0) obtained 
different job sequences, as presented in Table 5. Notice 
that the first and the last row of the table correspond to 
the second and first row of Table 4 individually. The 
objective values (performance measures) of each sched-
ule are shown in the last two columns of the table and 
are also depicted in Figure 2. As the value of w1 incre-
ases, the total tardiness tends to decrease, whereas the 
total weighted completion time increases. Specifically, 
by assigning a bigger weight to the total tardiness objec-
tive, we could obtain a solution showing better perform-
ance on it and vice versa. This example shows that the 
proposed approach has the capability of controlling the 
weights of the objectives. From the set of candidate so-
lutions obtained by varying the weights, the most pref-
erable one to the system can be selected. 

4.  SIMULATION STUDY 

To generalize the results of our case study intro-
duced in Section 3, we also examined our proposed 
method through an intensive simulation study consisting 
of two parts. The first set of experiments was aimed at 
generalizing the proposed approach to a larger size of 
scheduling problems and analyzing how much the re-
sulting solutions are compromised among multiple ob-
jectives. We then considered the training and testing 
concept of the predictive models. The second part of the 
experiments was conducted in order to examine the abil-
ity of the trained random forests to schedule new jobs 
with the same previous objectives. 
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Figure 2. ∑ jT  and ∑ j jw C  on varying w1 

4.1 Scheduling with Two Objectives 

As also considered in Section 3, the clearly con-
flicting two objectives, total tardiness and total weighted 
completion time, were chosen to be compromised in this 
section. We set the number of jobs n = 50, meaning 
1225 instances in the classification task, and considered 
four attributes of each job j for scheduling, which are the 
release time (rj), due date (dj), weight (wj), and process-
ing time (pj). They were randomly generated using the 
following probabilistic patterns. 

 
Release time (rj,  j = 1, 2, …, n)~Uniform [0, 10]  
Processing time (pj,  j = 1, 2, …, n)~Uniform [1, 20]  

Table 4. Results of the Example 

Performance 
Dispatching system Job sequence 

ΣTj Σwj Cj  Cmax 
EDD J2-J3-J8-J7-J1-J10-J9-J6-J4-J5 35 1443 109 

WSPT J8-J3-J10-J1-J5-J9-J2-J7-J4-J6 99 1129 110 
LPT J2-J5-J6-J7-J1-J4-J9-J3-J8-J10 253 2027 109 

Proposed J2-J3-J8-J1-J9-J10-J5-J7-J6-J4 77 1295 109 
 

Table 5. Job Sequences on Varying Weights 

w1 w2 Job sequence ΣTj Σwj Cj 
0.00 ~ 0.30 1.00 ~ 0.70 J8-J3-J10-J1-J5-J9-J2-J7-J4-J6 99 1129 
0.35 0.65 J8-J3-J10-J1-J9-J2-J5-J7-J6-J4 89 1159 
0.40 0.60 J8-J3-J10-J1-J2-J5-J7-J9-J6-J4 88 1171 
0.45 0.55 J3-J8-J10-J1-J2-J7-J9-J5-J6-J4 66 1286 
0.50 0.50 J3-J8-J2-J10-J1-J7-J9-J5-J6-J4 62 1306 
0.55 0.45 J8-J2-J3-J1-J7-J10-J9-J5-J6-J4 52 1270 
0.60 ~ 0.65 0.40 ~ 0.35 J2-J3-J8-J7-J1-J10-J9-J6-J5-J4 45 1417 
0.70 ~ 1.00 0.30 ~ 0.00 J2-J3-J8-J7-J1-J10-J9-J6-J4-J5 35 1443 
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The EDD and the WSPT rule were accordingly se-

lected as competitors of the proposed method in order to 
analyze how much compromise can be acquired by our 
method compared to those. Hence, their performances 
on the chosen objectives were used as baselines to ob-
serve how much improvement can be achieved by the 
proposed method on each objective. We repeated the 
scheduling experiment 10 times and the results are sum-
marized in Table 6. 

Similarly to the results in Section 3, the proposed 
approach appeared to successfully schedule the jobs for 
compromising between the two objectives. As expected, 
the EDD rule showed the best performance in total tar-

diness whereas the WSPT did in total weighted comple-
tion time. The performances of the schedules obtained 
by the proposed method appeared in the middle of those 
by the EDD and the WSPT on both objectives, which 
means that they are in a balanced manner between the 
two objectives. From the last four columns of the table, 
we can notice that the proposed method improved 
26.96% on average over the WSPT rule in total tardiness 
and 18.92% on average over the EDD rule in total 
weighted completion time. As we can also expect, those 
improvements sacrificed the opposite objectives indi-
vidually. 

4.2 Learning Schedulers 

We mentioned earlier that since the proposed appro-
ach involves training predictive models, which are mul-
tiple random forests 

( )Η k ’s, future scheduling with the 
same previous objectives can be easily and quickly done 
by applying the new production data into the models. In 

 
Table 6. Performance Comparison of the Proposed Method with EDD and WSPT 

Performance Measurement % improvement of proposed method 
ΣTj Σwj Cj in ΣTj in Σwj Cj Replication 

EDD WSPT Proposed EDD WSPT Proposed over EDD over WSPT over EDD over WSPT
1 1338 2467 1734 41347 23284 30999 -22.84% 29.71% 25.03% -24.89%
2 2076 3121 2373 43607 28161 34979 -12.52% 23.97% 19.79% -19.49%
3 1804 2668 1874 43210 25741 34138 -3.74% 29.76% 21.00% -24.60%
4 1011 2043 1568 39485 25876 32692 -35.52% 23.25% 17.20% -20.85%
5 1373 2172 1721 32783 18382 26518 -20.22% 20.76% 19.11% -30.68%
6 1034 2160 1463 37599 24877 32304 -29.32% 32.27% 14.08% -22.99%
7 2022 3346 2626 44009 26031 35268 -23.00% 21.52% 19.86% -26.19%
8 1524 2523 1852 41010 26588 35507 -17.71% 26.60% 13.42% -25.12%
9 806 1878 1271 29344 18045 22594 -36.59% 32.32% 23.00% -20.13%
10 1526 2617 1847 39394 25232 32792 -17.38% 29.42% 16.76% -23.05%
      Average -21.88% 26.96% 18.92% -23.80%
     Standard deviation 9.58% 4.11% 3.48% 3.14% 
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Figure 3. Results of Applying Test Datasets to Trained Models
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this subsection, we attempted to examine this capability 
through a simulation study. 

The experimental settings are the same as in Sec-
tion 4.1, except for the addition of the testing concept. 
The production data for both training and testing was ge-
nerated from the job attribute distributions described in 
Section 4.1. The two objectives, total tardiness and total 
weighted completion time, were also considered in this 
experiment. The predictive models, which are two ran-
dom forests, were learned based on two sets of responses 
generated by the EDD and the WSPT rule, respectively. 
By applying a new dataset to the learned models, we 
obtained the job sequence of the new data, and then com-
pared its performances with those of the solutions from 
the EDD and WSPT rule in terms of the percentage im-
provement in each of the objectives over other rules, as 
done in Section 4.1. To observe if the size of training 
and testing sets affects the scheduling performances, we 
considered three different sizes (30 jobs, 50 jobs and 
100 jobs) for training and a wider range of testing size 
(from 20 jobs to 350 jobs). We repeated the experiment 
100 times for each testing size. The whole results were 
summarized as graphs in Figure 3. 

Notice that the solid and the hollow circles indicate 
performance measurements and the solid and the dotted 
lines correspond to the dispatching rules compared with 
the proposed method. The graphs can therefore be read 
by their combination. For example, the solid line with 
the hollow circles represents the percentage improve-
ment of the proposed method in the total weighted com-
pletion time over the EDD rule. Since the experiment 
was repeated 100 times for each test size, we reported 
the average value in the figure. 

The overall appearance in this simulation study is 
that the trained models could still generate the compro-
mise solutions between the two objectives for the new 
datasets. Similar to the results in Section 4.1, about 20~ 
30% performance improvement on each objective was 
obtained. Accordingly, its corresponding negative im-
provement also occurred in the process of compromising 
the objectives. It seems that the training size somehow 
affects the quality of the solution for the testing set. As 
the size difference between training and testing in-
creases, the agreement between the two objectives tends 
to be biased to one of those, suggesting that it is better to 
apply a new dataset in a similar size with the training 
size. Nonetheless, some allowable tolerance seems to 
exist. For example, in Figure 3(c), the trained scheduler 
from 100 jobs generated balanced performance im-
provements for a testing size ranging from 50 to 250. 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this research, we proposed a novel data mining-
based approach to the multi-objective single-machine 
scheduling problems, which employs the random forests. 

From the notion that a trained model based on a well-
engineered production data contains the scheduling ob-
jective, we proposed to employ a meta-learning algo-
rithm in order to extend the concept of learning a his-
toric schedule to the multi-objective problems. By train-
ing multiple random forests and aggregating their pre-
dictions at a time, the proposed method finds the job 
schedule, which is in agreement between multiple objec-
tives. We also showed that the proposed approach has 
the capability to control the weights of objectives. Using 
the training and testing concepts, the trained predictive 
models, in other words, the learned artificial schedulers 
can easily perform the scheduling task for the new data. 
Although our method is described for a single machine 
environment in this research, we believe that the main 
idea of the proposed framework, which is to train multi-
ple models and aggregate multiple predictions, will be 
valid for other scheduling problems by modifying the 
steps for engineering production data. We consider this 
as our future research direction in the realm of data min-
ing and scheduling. Since in practice a scheduler is more 
likely to consider multiple objectives rather than a single 
one, we believe that the proposed method could be a 
useful tool in production scheduling. 
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